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INTRODUCTION

You find out your favorite comedian will be performing at a local venue and you become overjoyed with the knowledge that you will get to see him/her perform. You pay for your ticket and wait anxiously until show night. On the eve of the show you are ready to laugh the night away but unexpectedly a huge verbal fight breaks out. Your favorite comedian and another comedian break out into an all-out battle over joke-theft.²

This was the scene at a widely known and respected comedy club, “The Comedy Store”, in Los Angeles, California where comic, Joe Rogan³, was performing in February of 2007.⁴ Rogan and popular comedian, Carlos Mencia⁵ exchanged verbal slurs and fighting words after Rogan spotted Mencia in the crowd and accused him of stealing his friend’s stand-up routine and jokes.⁶ A spectator/patron of the show may be confused and ask why such an incident would transpire. One may even ask “surely there must be some set of rules to prevent this?”⁷

This article is presented to answer this question, as well as to demonstrate a need for stronger protection under the Copyright law in the world of stand-up comedy. This article will take the reader from the past to present, establishing the history of the stand-up comedy as well as the current battles it faces with protection under the current Copyright Act. This article will conclude with possible solutions to the current inadequacies found in the Copyright law pertaining to the art form of Stand-Up comedy.

A. History of Stand-Up Comedy, the Beginning of Theft in the Industry.

1. Vaudeville Gives Birth to the Stand-Up Comic:

Stand-up comedy, though not directly rooted, has a history beginning in what has become known as the “Vaudeville Era.”⁸ A Vaudeville show usually consisted of a plethora of
“gimmicks,” with an assortment of acts involving singing, dancing, juggling, acrobatics, magic, miming, and storytelling. “Comedians” in the vaudeville era appropriated material from other performers. For example, these performers, often if not mainly, concentrated their “gig” around well known plays, and sang portions of songs from popular operas. Originality was not a priority in this era.

The Vaudeville era of “comedy” was ruled by the “One-Liner” joke style. The importance of a joke in this time period seemed to focus more on the delivery of the One-Liner rather than on the content, which made up the joke. For example, a common “gig” performed by a “comic” in the Vaudeville era would look something like this: “There was a beautiful young woman knocking on my hotel room door all night! I finally had to let her out. A car hit an elderly Jewish man. The paramedic says, ‘Are you comfortable?’ The man says, ‘I make a good living.’ I just got back from a pleasure trip. I took my mother-in-law to the airport.” Thus, based on the time period, vaudeville “comedians” thrived on the art of appropriation, telling as many jokes as possible to get a ruse out of the audience. The act of appropriating another’s material was the norm of the day with a complete lack of law enforcement to deter these performers from stealing another’s act or joke.

2. The “Post-Vaudeville Era” A Change in Stand-Up Comedy but Not in its Joke Theft:

The Vaudeville era seemed to fade as technology in the U.S. improved. The emergence of media, such as, radio, film and later TV, made the touring Vaudeville acts obsolete. Comedians now performed at local bars, casinos, clubs and hotels. Performances at these establishments are not what we think of today. Comics were not and did not headline their bills, instead, “comics were forced to perform “between sets” at these venues. This limited space,
both in time and the physical size of the stage, meant that the comic had to forgo the vaudeville style of all around entertainer, and focus on what made him/her special, the comedy.”

Based on this limited time to perform, comedians needed to string together as many jokes as possible. A continued appropriation of others’ material from the Vaudeville era was still largely in effect. These comics still used much of the past Vaudeville feel in their gigs. “For example, they told strings of jokes that ranged over a wide variety of topics and had little narrative or thematic connection to one another.” Comics in this era began to maintain “joke archives” which consisted of many unique jokes created by either the comic or their writers and jokes performed and created by others. These “joke archives” also included material from newspapers, comic strips and books, which indeed seems to be a style taken from the Vaudeville era, where comics appropriated material from relevant time period. However, post-Vaudeville stand-ups seemed to refine their material, either stolen or original, a far cry from the era in which joke and “gags” were basically taken verbatim.

3. The “Modern Era” of Stand-Up Comedy With a Good Old Feel of Joke-Theft:

A change from the Vaudeville and post-Vaudeville style of stand-up comedy took place in the 1950s and 60s in the Stand-Up world. Many comics shifted from the “One-Liner” style to a monologue based comedy. “Modern stand-up reflects greater emphasis, relative to the vaudeville and post-vaudeville periods, on comedic narrative; that is, on longer, thematically linked routines that displace the former reliance on discrete jokes.” “The narrative content is linked, moreover, to the individual comedian's point of view, manifested as a comedic character which bears particular traits and remains fixed throughout the performance.” “The dominant
trend, in other words, is a movement from the one-liner to a more discursive style with jokes woven into a persona-driven narrative monologue.”

Though a shift has been made; many comics still appropriate other comic’s materials. Although a more monologue style of joke telling has captured the art, jokes still have an inherent similar under taking. The heart of jokes seems to be based on similar ideas, however, expressed in different styles. This has been seen and is frowned upon by Stand-Up comedians today. For example:

“You know, a lot of people ask me if Steve Martin is my real name. Have I changed it for show business or anything like that. And now I’m not ashamed to admit it, and I did have a funny name before show business. But I think enough time has gone by and audiences are more sophisticated now that they won’t laugh at my real name. Um, my real name is bibadabidabidabi. See my parents had a sense of humor, my sister’s name was hilhilhilhil. And my mother would go out to call us for dinner, she’d go, bibadabidabidabi, hilhilhilhil. So I had to move around a lot.”

Thirty years later, in his 2005 Album entitled “Retaliation,” on the track “My Son Optimus Prime,” Dane Cook tells his audience the following joke on naming his children:

“I think about having kids. I'd love to have some kids. I've been thinking about kids. I wanna have like 19 kids. I think naming them, that's gonna be fun. Whatever the names you come up with, that's exciting, right there. You get to both decide, "Hey, do you wanna name that . . . nooo I don't like that. Alright." It's like a little game, you try and come up with . . . . I already have names picked out. I don't even know. First kid, boy, girl. . . I don't care. First one that comes out I'm naming it RHRHRHH. I think it's beautiful. It's feminine but strong at the same time. "Time for bed RHRHR. I SAID TIME FOR BED RHRHRHRHRHR!!!! NO COOKIES RHRHRHR!!!! Typical RHRHR!! Daddy's on the phone RHRH . . . daddy’s on the phone”

That same year, in 2005, Louis CK did an HBO special on naming your children:

“I love my daughter, it’s a lot of responsibility that you never think about. Like, you gotta name you kid. That’s a big deal right there. You know what amazes me? You can name your kid anything you want. Isn’t it incredible? There are no laws. There should be a couple of laws. None. You can literally name your kid anything. You can name your kid with no vowels if you want. Like Psnsndlttn. Or
Thus, this example is only one out of many instances where a multitude of Stand-Up comedians tell a joke premised on the same underlying idea. Therefore, though a shift has been made in the modern era of Stand-Up comedy, a consistent trend of appropriation of materials and ideas still continue today.

I. BARRIERS FACED BY STAND-UP COMEDIANS

Stand-Up comedy has been an art form in this country since the early nineteenth century and has flourished in its popularity overtime. Despite its many years of existence, case law is lacking when it comes to issues faced by these artist under the American Copyright Act. A lack of protection under the current Act and practical economic barriers have all but eliminated aggrieved Stand-Up comics from ever setting foot into a courthouse to seek legal adjudication.

A. The Economic Barrier:

A major barrier at the onset, though not linked directly to the copyright law, is the cost of actual litigation (attorney fees, court fees, etc.). This, in itself, is a deterrent to many less famous, non-wealthy comics who do not have the time or resources to proceed to litigation.

Furthermore, the legal system in itself creates a major economic barrier because, “the law's requirement, as a predicate to the award of statutory damages and attorneys’ fees, that the author register the work prior to the commencement of the infringing conduct.” The cost of registration--a $45 fee ($35 if registration is completed online) plus the time involved-- is low
but not trivial compared to the market value of the typical joke.” To register each joke or skit would amount to an enormous expenditure of money to register a joke that may not be popular. “Perfecting routines and developing jokes, takes much time and many club performances, during which the constituent jokes and bits would remain unregistered.”

1. **The Real World Implications of the Economic Barrier in the Stand-Up World:**

When stepping into the shoes of a Stand-Up comedian, the economic barriers presented by undertaking a lawsuit are not hard to see. Stand-Up comics like any other person who considers filing his or her grievance with the court system quickly realize that legal fees often amount to tens of thousands of dollars. Realization of this astronomical fee is the first major barrier to Stand-Up comics, especially when the typical market value of a joke is about fifty ($50) to two-hundred ($200) dollars compared to a copyright attorney who charges anywhere from one-hundred and fifty ($150) to one-thousand ($1,000) dollars per hour.

Furthermore, the law mandates that each work be registered prior to suit in order to receive damages is a major economical barrier to Stand-Ups. First, unlike other artist, Stand-Ups can create hundreds or thousands of jokes in one sitting. Today’s stand-up comic is one who puts a routine together through monologue, not “one-liners.” Registering each would be uneconomical since it would take numerous performances before finding which joke actually works in front of a live audience, thus the Stand-Up comic would be wasting money registering jokes he or she may never use again.

Nonetheless, some Stand-Up comics have registered their works, thus, this use of the registration system by comedians confirms some level of awareness of the copyright law within the stand-up community. However, this awareness has not translated into litigation. Comedians
have responded that “lawsuits are expensive, the chances of winning are low, and-- importantly--
lawsuits are “just not the way it's done” among comics.”

Finally, and perhaps most significant, is the fact that there is a lack of litigation in this area. It is also important to note that the only litigations that have been brought and subsequently settled without much litigation have been brought by Stand-Ups such as Jeff Foxworthy, a Stand-Up who has gained worldwide recognition and has made millions upon millions of dollars.

B. **Doctrinal Barrier in the Copyright law:**

“In addition to the expense of registrations and lawsuits, there are doctrinal hurdles that make joke stealing lawsuits unlikely, in many cases, to succeed.” The following sections under section B will provide a general application of some but not all doctrinal barriers. The barriers that will be explained will show why comedians balance the cost of a suit against the chance of success. “Because jokes vary widely in their length, structure, and dependence on stock versus original elements, it is difficult to provide an exhaustive account of the application of copyright doctrine in this area and impossible within the scope of this Article.”

1. **The Copyright Statute:**

The subject matter protected under current copyright laws as codified in 17 U.S.C. 102 states:

“Copyright protection subsists, in accordance with this title, in original works of authorship fixed in any tangible medium of expression, now known or later developed, from which they can be perceived, reproduced, or otherwise communicated, either directly or with the aid of a machine or device. Works of authorship include the following categories: (1) literary works; (2) musical works, including any accompanying words; (3) dramatic works, including any accompanying music; (4) pantomimes and choreographic works; (5) pictorial, graphic, and sculptural works; (6)
motion pictures and other audiovisual works; (7) sound recordings; and (8)
arichitectural works. (b) In no case does copyright protection for an
original work of authorship extend to any idea, procedure, process,
system, method of operation, concept, principle, or discovery, regardless
of the form in which it is described, explained, illustrated, or embodied in
such work.”57

The copyright law as stated above protects artist who create an original work of
authorship. However, as seen in Alfred Bell & Co. v. Catalda Fine Arts, “variations of works
in the public domain can be copyrighted if the new "author" contributed something more than a
"merely trivial" variation, but no large measure of novelty is necessary.”58 This along with
other issues in the art of stand-up comedy has limited litigation between aggrieved parties.
Copyright protection in Stand-Up comedy and more generally joke telling, has seemed to be
flimsy, and non-existent.

The following sections will provide the obstacles faced in Stand-Up copyright world that
differs from most other art forms protected under the Copyright Act.

2. The Idea/Expression Dichotomy:

It is a fundamental principle that copyright law protects only the expression of an idea
and not the idea itself.”59 Section 102(b) of the 1976 Copyright Act states: “In no case does
copyright protection for an original work of authorship extend to any idea . . . regardless of the
form in which it is described, explained, illustrated, or embodied in such work.”60 “In many
cases, then, the finder of fact must determine “the line between expression and what is
expressed.””61

“There is hardly a single principle of copyright law that is more basic or more often
repeated than the so-called idea-expression dichotomy. The Doctrine is followed dutifully as an
unquestioned principle in hundreds of cases: the “ideas” that are the fruits of an author’s labor go
into the public domain, while only the author’s particular expression remains the author’s control." 62 This principal has been repeated throughout case law in the copyright field. Judge Learned Hand in Nichols v. Universal Picture Corp. 63, opinion articulated this point exactly when stating, “Ideas, apart from their expression is not property extended to the author.” 64

a. The Idea Gets the Laugh But Not the Protection in the Stand-Up World, The Idea-Expression Dichotomy Implications in the Real World of Stand-Up Comedy:

Stand-Up comedians conveying a joke are really conveying an idea. 65 The joke is only funny and receives laughter and applause because it is the common idea which the audience can relate to which gives it pop. 66 Thus, applying the idea-expression dichotomy to jokes leaves comedians with little protection in many instances of joke stealing. 67

The argument has been made that jokes told by comedians are no more than basic ideas. 68 This rationale is based on the argument that jokes hold the same idea, thus by expressing that similar idea differently; one can lawfully appropriate the joke leaving no room to bring a suit. 69 The copyright treatise itself states that “the value of a joke often lies in its idea rather than its particular expression, this serves to severely limit the value of any copyright.” 70

This is blatantly clear in the example of the joke about naming ones child, which was told and retold over again by Steve Martin, Dane Cook and Louis C.K. The jokes are very similar in the idea itself, but they are not the same. If copying was done by any of those comics, the re-cast of expression would delineate from the original idea leaving little to no room for a strong cause of action in copyright infringement.
3. **The Merger Doctrine:**

Another barrier placed on stand-up comics is the merger doctrine. It has been stated that even if a joke can be seen and protected as an expression and not an idea, it will be defeated based on the assumption that the expression is so closely linked to the joke’s central idea that copyright is prohibited by the merger doctrine.\(^71\) In *Nichols v. Universal Picture Corp.*, the Court held that ideas by themselves are not protected by copyright, and when the idea intertwines with the expression such that it is impossible to separate them, the expression is said to have “merged with the idea,” leaving both idea and expression unprotected.\(^72\)

Furthermore, in *Morrissey v. Procter & Gamble*\(^73\), the court stated that when expression of an idea is so limited, which restricts the number of ways the idea may be expressed, the expression will not be protected.\(^74\) Moreover, though the *Morrissey* court found that there was substantial access and copying performed, nonetheless, the court held that no infringement had taken places based on the court’s concern of limiting future use of an idea based on the Merger Doctrine.\(^75\)

a. **The Issue is Not the Expression it’s the Idea, The Merger Doctrine in Real World Stand-Up Comedy:**

When it comes to the real world issue of the merger doctrine in stand-up comedy, the doctrine intended to limit protection of expression is not a cause for concern. Today’s Stand-Up comedian tells his or her jokes through monologue, thus giving each Stan-Up his or her own style and expression.\(^76\) Thus, a Stand-Up comic could take another comic’s joke change the arrangement of word and perform in it a different style and therefore be found to be acting within the guidelines of the copyright law.\(^77\)
Thus, the merger doctrine in Stand-Up Comedy does not provide any real protection to a Stand-Up comic, instead, it provides a loophole for other comics to appropriate work to make it their own without any legal ramification. 78

4. Independent Creation:

Another copyright barrier in stand-up comedy is independent creation. When determining independent creation, Courts examine substantial similarity between the works. This issue is of major concern. Many comics do not copyright their jokes in such a way which would allow them to bring a federal copyright claims. “To establish copyright infringement, a plaintiff must prove two elements: (1) ownership of a valid copyright, and (2) copying of constituent elements of the work that are original.”79 Thus, the first major hurdle is not met. However, looking past this, agreeing a valid copyright is held by a party, independent creation creates a major barrier.

To overcome independent creation, it must be proven that one party had access to the other work and that there is a striking similarity between the two works in question.80 Based on the burden of proof required, the barrier of independent creation can in one aspect severely limit the art form of stand-up comedy and on the other hand could open the flood gates for “joke-theft.” Comedians today extract their material from their lives. This means material can very easily be borne from everyday conversations, suggestions, or from watching another comedian perform.81 Therefore, while the material may be “independently created,” it may not appear that way to the ordinary observer or to the trier of fact. A subconscious taking of material is still considered appropriation.82 However, if a handful of comedians tell the same joke revolving around current events; it would be very difficult to prove that infringement occurred, especially if the jokes are released at or around the same time of the current event.83
Based on the application of independent creation in relation to Stand-Up comedy, who knows what the trier of fact may decide. Stand-Up Comics are always inventing new and funny jokes; however, they are also performing them. Their performances, intended for the audience, are nevertheless also performed in front of other comics, managers and friends. Thus, it could be an easy argument to make that the “infringing” comic had access to the joke. Conversely, unknown or new Stand-Up comics may have a hard time proving independent creation, if their joke is appropriated by a famous Comic who gets the joke on TV first.

Thus, independent creation could become a double edged sword in which the appearance of substantial similarity could protect a true innovator and at the same time hurt him/her because an ordinary trier of fact could find a substantial similarity. Such is the following example which could lead to confusion under this barrier:

“In January 2006, Carlos Mencia was the next to tell a version of the joke: “Um, I propose that we kick all the illegal aliens out of this country, then we build a super fence so they can't get back in and I went, um, ‘Who's gonna build it?’”

Then, in October 2006, D.L. Hughley incorporated a similar joke into his act:

“Well they want to build a wall to keep the Mexicans out of the United States of America, I'm like ‘Who gonna build the mother****er?’” Finally, in November 2006, George Lopez performed this joke: “The Republican answer to illegal immigration is they want to build a wall 700 miles long and twenty feet wide, okay, but ‘Who you gonna get to build the wall?”

5. **Fair Use:**

A common defense to all copyright infringement claims is the defense of fair use. In *Folsom v. Marsh*, Justice Story articulated in the courts opinion the method by which to
determine whether a use is fair or not. Justice Story’s opinion has been largely adopted and codified in the Copyright act of 1976 under section 107 of the Act. Section 107 states:

“Notwithstanding the provisions of sections 106 and 106A, the fair use of a copyrighted work, including such use by reproduction in copies or phonorecords or by any other means specified by that section, for purposes such as criticism, comment, news reporting, teaching (including multiple copies for classroom use), scholarship, or research, is not an infringement of copyright. In determining whether the use made of a work in any particular case is a fair use the factors to be considered shall include—
(1) the purpose and character of the use, including whether such use is of a commercial nature or is for nonprofit educational purposes;
(2) the nature of the copyrighted work;
(3) the amount and substantiality of the portion used in relation to the copyrighted work as a whole; and
(4) the effect of the use upon the potential market for or value of the copyrighted work.
The fact that a work is unpublished shall not itself bar a finding of fair use if such finding is made upon consideration of all the above factors.”

Since the passage of the Copyright Act of 1976, the Supreme Court has recognized that, under section 107 of the Act, anyone who makes a fair use of a copyrighted work does not infringe the copyright on that work. The Supreme Court has stressed that fair use disfavors bright line rules and favors individualized analysis based on the section 107 factors as applied to the facts of each case. To aid the lower courts in their analyses when dealing with the defense of fair use, the Supreme Court has attempted to provide some guidance on what should be considered under each of the section 107 factors.

In *Campbell v. Acuff-Rose*, the court provided some guidance in relation to the first factor under section 107. In determining “Purpose and Character of the use,” the court considered whether the protected work had been transformed or whether it had been merely duplicated. In *Campbell*, the court noted that where the work has been found to be transformative as to create a new work that serves to inform and enlighten the public, fair use
will be found.\textsuperscript{94} The court further noted that mere copying will be found to weigh against the first factor under section 107.\textsuperscript{95}

Moreover in \textit{Harper & Row Publishers, Inc. v. Nation Enterprises}, the court made clear that under the first factor, commercial versus non-commercial use will weigh heavily in determining “Purpose and Character.”\textsuperscript{96} However, the court noted that pure commercial use will not be per se element weighing against fair use.\textsuperscript{97} Rather, “the crux of the profit/nonprofit distinction is not whether the sole motive of the use is monetary gain but whether the user stands to profit from exploitation of the copyrighted material without paying the customary price.”\textsuperscript{98} Thus, under the first factor, the court must determine whether a transformative or duplicative work has been made and what profit has been made from that use.\textsuperscript{99}

Turning to the Second factor under section 107, “Nature of the Copyrighted Work,” the Supreme Court in \textit{Harper} again provided guidance on how this factor should be weighed.\textsuperscript{100} The court stated that “this factor requires courts to consider the breadth of protection.”\textsuperscript{101} Reiterating this point, the court in \textit{Campbell} stated “when the issue of fair use is raised, factual or historical works tend to receive less protection than creative works of fiction or fantasy.”\textsuperscript{102} Furthermore, the \textit{Campbell} court when on to illuminate the third factor under section 107, “Amount and Substantiality,” stating that courts must look at both qualitative and quantitative use.\textsuperscript{103} Thus, by the courts rationale, not only will the courts consider how much work was taken, but also it will consider whether what was taken; was the “heart of the work” thereby finding against fair use.

The final factor under section 107, “Effect on the Market Place,” has been determined to be a question of harm.\textsuperscript{104} No actual proof of current or definite future harm is required, all that is needed is “some meaningful likelihood that future harm exists.”\textsuperscript{105} “Although section 107 lists
four factors to be considered in each fair use analysis, Congress did not foreclose consideration of other factors that may pertain to an individual fair use determination. In addition to the statutory factors, the Supreme Court has considered the good faith, or lack thereof, of the copier and the public benefit derived from increased access to the work.\textsuperscript{106}

**a. Fair Use is Not Fair at All When it Comes to Stand-Up Comedy:**

The Fair Use factors in themselves create an issue for any comic to use this defense against one who is labeled a “Joke-Thief.” Since the issues that arise between comics and their jokes are based on the underlying idea of the joke, fair use becomes inapplicable to their situation. Due to an ideas inability to be protected, another comedian use of that idea will always be fair since the law provides for such use.\textsuperscript{107} Unless, one comedian takes verbatim another comics “gig,” the fair use doctrine has no plausible application in the Stand-Up world.\textsuperscript{108}

Furthermore, the ability to use the fair use doctrine to either protect a work or find infringement is connected to the economic barrier faced by Stand-Up Comics.\textsuperscript{109} In order for a Stand-Up comic to either prove or disprove each factor under section 107, based on the guidance set forth by the Supreme Court, extensive legal research and aid would be needed.\textsuperscript{110} This would lead to extensive legal fees, which besides the elite Stand-Up comics who could afford this, would not be economically sound for the majority.\textsuperscript{111}

**6. Scenes A Faire Doctrine:**

Another Doctrinal barrier faced by Stand-Up comics under the current Copyright law is the doctrine of “Scenes a Faire.” “The doctrine of scenes a faire has its roots both in the idea/expression dichotomy and the fundamental copyright requirement of originality.”\textsuperscript{112} Scenes a Faire in its most basic usage refers to the treatment of characters, plots, or other elements that
are so basic as to be considered “indispensable.” The Seventh Circuit in *Gaiman v. McFarlane*, interpreted the doctrine to mean that infringement will not be found where the elements in dispute are so “rudimentary, commonplace, standard, or unavoidable that they do not serve to distinguish one work within a class of works from another.”

Furthermore, and maybe more directly on-point with Stand-Up comedy today, the Court in *Hoehling v. Universal City Studios*, stated that when trying to depict a historical or fictional scene, certain elements used to depict these types of works are so necessary as to not be copyrightable under the law. Thus, it can be seen why the doctrine is so closely tied to the idea/expression dichotomy and the requirement of originality. Scenes a fair material is as common in our history and human idea as to not constitute originality but a common idea held in the public domain by all.

**a. The Necessity in Using Common and Rudimentary Elements in Stand-Up Comedy:**

As stated earlier, Stand-Up comedians when telling a joke are really conveying an idea. The joke is only funny and receives laughter and applause because it is the common idea which the audience can relate to which gives it pop. Thus, in the modern monologue era of telling jokes, setting up a scene of a dysfunctional family or a boy falling in love with a girl is necessary. However, these scenes have been held by the court to be “rudimentary, commonplace, standard, or unavoidable that they do not serve to distinguish one work within a class of works from another,” thus, not provided any protection under the copyright law.

Therefore, because Stand-Up comics use these familiar scenes and elements in their plots and set-ups to their jokes, the scenes a faire doctrine will always apply to their work, which in turn will always limit the protection afforded to comic under the Act.
II. MODERN DAY NORMS IN STAND-UP COMEDY.

Based on the economic and doctrinal copyright barriers placed on Stand-Up comedians and their art form, Stand-Ups have devised their own system, commonly called “norms”, to deal with joke theft.121 The lack of legal protection, primarily in copyright, has led the Stand-Up comedy community to rely on its community norms to self-regulate their art form which tends to lack any formal legal proceeding.122 The stand-up community has replaced copyright law with an internal system of dealing with “joke-thieves.”123 This community has established so many norms that to deal with each would be outside the scope of this paper. The norms that will be presented below focus on the issue of appropriation in the stand-up comedy world and how the artists resolve these issues.

A. The Norm Against Appropriation:

Similar to copyright law, the industry norm follows a pattern of how to deal with someone who is believed to be infringing an artist (comedians work).124 “The major norm that governs the conduct of most stand-up comedians is a strict injunction against joke stealing.”125 The norm of dealing with an issue of joke theft, much like the process one would take in a legal copyright action, follows a similar procedure of: detection, process, and enforcement.126


Most, if not all, disputes arising out of joke theft are resolved through the industry norm system.127 The norms seem to follow closely to the legal process found under the copyright laws.128
a. Detection:

The common starting ground under both the norm system and the copyright process begins with detection of possible infringing activities.\textsuperscript{129} Under copyright law, detection of infringement is usually discovered by either the creator of the work or his/her agent when publicly displayed.\textsuperscript{130} In the Stand-Up comedy world, detection can arise on many levels, either through the Stand-Up comic him or herself seeing the infringing routine, hearing about it from other comics or by comedy club owners.\textsuperscript{131}

“On a typical stand-up bill there are usually several (sometimes as many as eight or even ten) comedians. The comedians on the bill will often watch each other, motivated in part by curiosity and the desire to see new talent, but also for the purpose of detecting joke stealing from themselves, from their friends, or from the classics. Given this exposure to their peers’ material, many comedians are well-placed to detect appropriation. When the community detects an instance of apparent joke stealing, comedians enforce a sort of “prison-gang justice.””\textsuperscript{132}

b. Process:

Under copyright law, a copyright owner who detects copying might first seek a negotiated settlement.\textsuperscript{133} “If that avenue proves fruitless, the copyright owner must file a lawsuit and make out a prima facie case of infringement, which includes proof by the plaintiff that the defendant copied.”\textsuperscript{134} Under the comedians' norms system, the initial step is also a form of negotiation.\textsuperscript{135} Usually, the comics will talk about the joke an try to come to amicable solution, either, one will stop using the joke, or both agree it’s an independent creation, or that both will no longer tell the joke.\textsuperscript{136} However, if the negotiation process does not work and both comics express that an agreement is futile, filing of a lawsuit is not their next step.\textsuperscript{137}
c. Enforcement:

The usual outcome of a failed attempt to negotiate the matter of “joke-theft” leads to self-regulated remedies within the Stand-Up community.\textsuperscript{138} Thus, there are three usual remedies which the community norms provide for when enforcement is needed against one who is considered to be “joke-stealing.”\textsuperscript{139} One option is public ridicule, another is to ostracizes the “joke-stealer,” and finally, physical violence, which is rarely used in today’s stand-up comedy world.\textsuperscript{140}

i. Public Ridicule as Enforcement of Industry Norms against the Theft of Jokes:

Public ridicule is used to injure a comedian’s reputation in the Stand-Up community.\textsuperscript{141} Injuring a comedian’s reputation and labeling him or her as one who steals jokes severely hurts the comedian’s ability to work and pursue a career in the art form.\textsuperscript{142} Public ridicule puts other comedians on notice of potential joke theft by the “joke-stealing” comedian and alerts the consumer public that going to see this comedian’s show will be nothing more than a collage of other performer’s material.\textsuperscript{143}

Public ridicule has never been more prevalent or effective in enforcing the norms of Stand-Up comedy than in the case of Joe Rogan and Carlos Mencia.\textsuperscript{144} Late in February of 2007, Rogan, who was performing at a comedy club in Los Angeles publicly, confronted Mencia for stealing his fellow comedian and friend’s joke.\textsuperscript{145} After the dispute was over, Rogan continued to pursue the matter to enforce the community norm that “joke-stealing” will not be tolerated.\textsuperscript{146} “Rogan continued to press his case in radio interviews, and in the following weeks a number of other comics joined the feud, most siding with Rogan. Rogan also posted a clip on YouTube
citing examples of what he took to be Mencia’s thievery.” Since this time, Mencia’s popularity has declined.

ii. Refusal to Deal With an Alleged Joke Thief as Enforcement of Industry Norms against the Theft of Jokes:

A second retaliation option often employed is to refuse to appear on the same bill with a known joke thief. This can be, for the accused joke-stealer, a painful sanction. Ostracizing a joke thief would severely impede that comic’s ability to find work. Also, based on the comic’s reputation and lack of fellow comedians’ willingness to work with this comedian, comedy club owner ostracize them from performing at their venues. Club owners do not want to book a comedian who has stolen a joke.

Ostracizing a comedian ultimately deprives that comedian from pursuing the art form of Stand-Up comedy. Being limited to the clubs that comic can perform at, or the other acts that will work with the alleged thief, limits his or her exposure in an already highly competitive field. Ostracizing joke thieves is an industry norm of enforcement that not only limits the possibility of joke theft but also limits the amount of the artist in this industry.

iii. Violence as an Industry Norm as a Tactic to Enforcement:

The least used form of enforcement in the comedy world is violence. Not much has been written on the subject; however, there are some known instances of violence being used when joke theft has been detected. Comedian George Lopez, accused Mencia of incorporating thirteen minutes of his material into one of Mencia's HBO comedy specials. “According to his boasting on the Howard Stern Show in 2005, Lopez grabbed Mencia at the Laugh Factory comedy club, slammed him against a wall, and punched him.”
III. POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS TO COPYRIGHT ISSUES IN THE STAND-UP WORLD

“The Congress shall have Power To promote the Progress of Science and useful Arts, by securing for limited Times to Authors and Inventors the exclusive Right to their respective Writings and Discoveries.” As Justice Stewart once explained: “The immediate effect of our copyright law is to secure a fair return for an ‘author's' creative labor. But the ultimate aim is, by this incentive, to stimulate artistic creativity for the general public good.”

This section will provide rebuttals based on case law and legal theory, to the doctrinal copyright barriers, such as, idea/expression dichotomy, the merger doctrine, independent creation, fair use, and scenes a faire faced by Stand-Up comics. In responding to these doctrinal barriers, it will be shown that case law in other protected copyrightable subject matter does not bridge the gap between the lack of protection for Stand-Up comedy and the current law. Based on this, the article will then provide a Sui Generis form of protection under the current law and outside of it. Based on the inability of the current law to adequately protect this art form, it will be shown that Stand-Up comedy is in a category of its own making it unique and requiring more than the current law offers. The Sui Generis protection proposal will show how the art form of Stand-Up comedy needs to either expand or develop new law from the current copyright law to provide aggrieved parties with solutions that end up being interpreted and decided by a judge or jury and not through Stand-Up comedy’s self-regulated community norms.

A. Fighting a Losing Battle, Taking on the Doctrinal Barriers Head On:

The task of trying to advocate around the doctrinal barriers faced by Stand-Up comics is not a simple undertaking. Due to the lack of case law, precision in dissecting court opinions and establishing arguments to the contrary may be futile. However, attempting to complete this
task may provide the relief needed. By establishing that the art form of Stand-Up comedy is not analogist to other protected subject matter under section 102 of the Act, the door may be opened to establishing other legal forms of protection.159

1. The Doctrinal Barriers, the Immovable Object When Applied to Stand-Up Comedy:

“In many respects, humor would appear to be no different from any other copyrightable genre. It can be written down, performed, filmed, etc. Yet in one essential way it differs from other material eligible for intellectual property protection: the aspect that differentiates one piece of humor from another is not the aspect which is protected by intellectual property law,” the idea.160

As it was held in Baker v. Seldon,161 copyright protects only the expression of an idea, but not the idea itself.162 For most copyrightable subject matter, the expression is what makes the work what it is, either widely popular or not.163 The United States Copyright Office's "Compendium II of Copyright Office Practices," defines comedy as falling within the protection of non-dramatic literary work.164 Thus, when a copyright infringement claim arises in the area of literary works, the courts evaluate the details, “particular wordings and writing style, substantial plot elements, character names, and the general “feel.”165

However, when it comes to jokes, more specifically Stand-Up comedy, evaluating infringement based on case law for literary works is not proper.166 “There is often a central idea that makes a joke funny, but which is capable of several kinds of expression. What we find funny is some aspect of an idea we hadn't thought of, or the sudden juxtaposition of a second idea. Next to this gimmick, this kernel of humor, the particular expression can only be secondary.”167 It is
this idea, the idea that the audience relates to which makes the joke funny, not the manner in which it is expressed.

Thus, the current copyright law focuses on details and expressions, interpreted by the courts to follow the guidelines of the idea-expression dichotomy, the merger doctrine, independent creation, fair use, scenes a faire and other copyright doctrines when comparing two works. Nonetheless, what is does not compare is what makes Stand-Up comedy unique, what sets Stand-Up comedy apart from literary works or any other copyrightable subject matter under section 102. It fails to evaluate what is at the heart of every joke, the idea, thereby inadequately providing protection for the art form.

Therefore, trying to attack each and every doctrinal barrier placed by the copyright law in the path of Stand-Up comedy would be futile. The current law has been shaped, formed, and interpreted in such a way that; though useful in other protected subject matter areas, nonetheless, falls short in Stand-Up Comedy. Thus, it may be time for the Copyright Act to take a second look at how Stand-Up comedy is protected under its’ law.

2. State Copyright Right Protection as a Form of Protection for Stand-Up Comics:

Federal Copyright law has provided little protection for Stand-Up comics, mainly because the Federal Copyright Statute does not accept that ideas are copyrightable subject matter. Nevertheless, throughout the history of copyright protection, case law has shown and provided State protection of ideas and claims for misappropriation. However, State protection of ideas and misappropriation has run into the issue of Federal preemption, which has posed an additional barrier to protection in many cases under State Copyright protection.
a. **Common Law Protection as a Solution to the Doctrinal Barriers:**

Though common law may provide artist with protection for the submission of their ideas, not all ideas submitted under common law will receive protection.\(^{173}\) Generally, for an idea to be protected under State common law, the idea must be both novel and concrete.\(^{174}\) When it comes to novelty, courts generally require that the idea reflect some aspect of inventiveness or a mere quantity of creative genius beyond what generally is known in the trade to proffer originality to the author.\(^{175}\) In addition to novelty, court generally require that an idea also be concrete, in that “idea must be embodied in a tangible form that is readily perceivable, or it must be elaborated and developed sufficiently, even if only orally communicated, so that it can be identified as the plaintiff’s work and distinguished from the efforts of others.”\(^{176}\)

Common law protection for idea submission has been most successful when based on a contract theory of law.\(^{177}\) This type of action under common law is known as a Desny claim.\(^{178}\) Under a Desny claim an author does not need to show that the idea is novel and concrete but that the submission of the idea to another created an implied contract.\(^{179}\) Under a Desny claim it must be shown that the disclosure is a substantial benefit to person to whom it is disclosed, and therefore may be consideration for a promise to pay.\(^{180}\)

Moreover, not only does an author under common law have a claim under idea submission and implied contract theory, an author may also be able to bring a cause of action based on common law misappropriation.\(^{181}\) “Common law misappropriation “is normally invoked in an effort to protect something of value not otherwise covered by patent or copyright law, trade secret law, breach of confidential relationship, or some other form of unfair
competition.” “Claims for misappropriation that merely allege copying, however, will be deemed preempted by the Copyright Act.”

Under common law misappropriation, States may have different elements that must be established. Commonly discussed and often cited however, are the elements required either under California or New York law. Under California law, a claim for misappropriation may be established where:

“(a) the plaintiff invested substantial time, skill or money in developing its property, (b) the defendant appropriated and used plaintiff’s property at little or no cost to the defendant, (c) the defendant’s appropriation and use of the plaintiff’s property was without the authorization or consent of the plaintiff, and (d) the plaintiff can establish that it has been injured by the defendant’s conduct.”

“Absolute novelty and originality is required to state a claim for misappropriation in an idea submission case under New York law.”

i. Applying Common Law Protection to Stand-Up Comedy and the Issue of Federal Preemption:

Common law idea protection has been a valuable tool for authors’ who have pitched ideas for movies or television shows. However, it seems more difficult to apply in the world of Stand-Up comedy. First, a Stand-Up comic trying to raise common law protection would first have to show that his/her joke was novel and concrete. Proving concreteness of the joke could be easily accomplished; having the joke videotaped or providing a written form of the joke would meet the requirement of the idea being in tangible form. Nevertheless, even though a comic may be able to provide the concreteness of the idea, the comic would still have to provide its novelty, that is, it is originality to the comic. This may prove to be a daunting task, especially when jokes are based on common ideas shared by many. However protection may be warranted if the comic has put together commonly known elements in a unique fashion. Thus,
if the comic can show that a unique arrangement of ideas that leads to a combination originating with him or herself, novelty may be met. If the comic provides both of these requirements, a good argument could be made that common law protection applies, however, this protection would be only in the state in which provides such common law protection and would not have the force and effectiveness of federal protection.

Moreover, a comic could in theory provide a Desny claim. This out of all common law protections would prove most difficult. Stand-Up comics do not pitch ideas; they tell ideas to the general public to get a laugh that is their job. A Desny claim establishes an implied contract for the pitch of an idea with the assumption of compensation in return. Therefore, in order to prove a Desny claim, it must be shown that a substantial benefit has been bestowed upon another which would be consideration for payment. Since the call of this article is about Stand-Up comic’s issues with joke theft and not about pitching jokes or ideas to television companies or movie productions, it would be a difficult claim to raise as between Stand-Up comics.

Finally, a Stand-Up comic may be most successful when raising a common law misappropriation claim. As stated, each State that allows for such a claim may have different elements that must be met, under California law; a Stand-Up comic has a good chance of establishing each element and therefore forming a sufficient common law misappropriation claim. Under California law, the Stand-Up comic must show that: (1) substantial time, skill or money was invested in developing the joke, (2) the alleged joke thief appropriated and used the Stand-Up’s joke at little or no cost, (3) the alleged joke thief appropriation and use of the Stand-Up’s joke was without the authorization or consent of the Stand-Up comic, and (4) the Stand-Up comic was injured. Additionally, for New York protection, novelty and concreteness must also
be established. Thus, if it can be shown that an alleged joke thief had substantial access to the comic’s material, a Stand-Up comic could find adequate protection under the common law.

This being stated, it is important to note that though a comic may look to State common law protection, a comic must be wary of Federal preemption. “Federal copyright laws preempt state law claim where subject matter of state law falls within the subject matter of copyright law and state law assertions are equivalent to exclusive rights protected by federal copyright law.” Thus, if a Stand-Up comic did not provide an “extra-element” to take the claim outside of federal protection or did not require a remedy not covered by the federal laws, the claims would be preempted by federal copyright law and most likely dismissed. Such an extra element would be one such as a Densy claim, involving the theory of contract law and not copyright law, therefore providing an extra element not within the federal statute and providing a remedy not conceived under copyright but under contract.

B. Time to Protect Stand-Up Comedy Under an Already Existing Form of Protection:

Since it is clear that the current Copyright Act lacks sufficient protection for Stand-Up comedy, it may be time to recognize a different approach in acquiring protection for Stand-Up Comedy under the Copyright Act. It has been made clear that copyright does not afford protection of ideas, the merger of ideas and expression, fair use of public domain materials and scenes faire elements. Thus, the answer may be to forge a new argument under the current Copyright Act and look past protecting Stand-Up comedy under section 102 of the Act and amend the current law.

Section 103 of the Copyright act states:

(a)”The subject matter of copyright as specified by § 102 includes compilations and derivative works, but protection for a work employing
preexisting material in which copyright subsists does not extend to any part of the work in which such material has been used unlawfully.” (b) “The copyright in a compilation or derivative work extends only to the material contributed by the author of such work, as distinguished from the preexisting material employed in the work, and does not imply any exclusive right in the preexisting material. The copyright in such work is independent of, and does not affect or enlarge the scope, duration, ownership, or subsistence of, any copyright protection in the preexisting material.” 198

Section 101 of the Act states that, “A ‘compilation’ is a work formed by the collection and assembling of preexisting materials or of data that are selected, coordinated, or arranged in such a way that the resulting work as a whole constitutes an original work of authorship.” 199

Compilations consist of un-copyrightable individual elements. 200 Section 101 and 103 were codified in the 1976 Copyright Act based on the Supreme Courts holding in Feist Publications, Inc. v. Rural Tel. Serv. Co., Inc. 201 The Feist court stated that for a compilation to attain protection under the copyright law, “requires the presence of all three elements for copyright to subsist: (1) a collection and assembling of preexisting materials, facts, or data (2) that are then selected, coordinated, or arranged (3) into a work that, by virtue of that selection, coordination, or arrangement, may be said to constitute, as a whole, an “original work of authorship.” 202 In enacting section 103, Congress, intended that compilers have free access to the underlying information. “It did not intend that a second compiler retrace the steps of the first to create an identical work but rather, it intended that the second compiler use the first’s work to advance that work to create something new.” 203

Therefore, compilations seem to only apply to the original arrangement of facts. 204 However, due to the nature of Stand-Up comedy, Section 101 and 103 should be amended to include ideas. Allowing compilation to include the original arrangement of ideas in Stand-Up comedy would not violate the goals of Copyright. 205 Due to compilations consisting of un-
protected elements, the idea itself would not be protected, however, the original arrangement of how the idea is used would be.\textsuperscript{206} Thus, under the requirements set forth by \textit{Feist}, an independently created joke consisting of a general underlying idea which has a modicum of originality to it may be protected in the manner in which it is arranged to be told.

Furthermore, making this kind of amendment would be consistent with the goals of copyright and of congressional intent in codifying section 103. The goal of copyright is “To promote the Progress of Science and useful Arts.”\textsuperscript{207} Moreover, congressional intent under section 103 is to “advance the original work to create something new.”\textsuperscript{208} Allowing section 103 to be amended to include ideas, would promote the art of Stand-Up comedy (Copyright Goal) by precluding Stand-Ups from telling the same jokes over and over again in the same way and instead incentivize the artist to create a new work based on the original arraignment (Congress Intent).

Thus, applying section 103 to the art form of Stand-Up comedy may provide some relief to Stand-Up Comics. Under \textit{Feist}, unprotected works such as historical fact are protected when arranged in way that is original and unique providing protection to the arrangement, not the underlying un-copyrightable facts.\textsuperscript{209} Therefore, the “stuff” that makes Stand-Up comedy what it is, the idea of a joke, the scenes a fair used to articulate the idea of the joke, and the final expression of the joke will be protected in its arrangement and not in their individual capacities.\textsuperscript{210} Thus, while copyright law under section 102 will not protect a joke based on the doctrinal barriers, section 103 provides protection for the original arrangement of the joke, finding infringement for duplicating that protected arrangement.\textsuperscript{211}
Therefore, section 103 can be seen to apply to a Stand-Up “gig” or routine. It will protect the independently created arrangement of jokes that meets the minimum requirement of originality. Thus, while the idea of the joke itself will still not be protected, the way the joke is told, the order it is arranged to have effect, and the fact chosen to express the joke, will all be provided with protection in that single arrangement as a compilation.

C. A Sui Generis Proposal of Protection for a Sui Generis Art Form:

As it has been seen, the art form of Stand-Up comedy is unique to the laws of Copyright. Stand-Up comedy is an art form that relies on ideas, which unfortunately, are not a subject matter protected under the current Copyright Act. In fact, Stand-Up comedy operates outside the color of copyright law, labeled as a protected art form, however, receiving little to no protection. Stand-Up comedy thrives because it is in the business of making people laugh based on ideas, expression of those ideas, and usage of common themes and elements. Nevertheless, these areas which make Stand-Up comedy thrive, are the same areas which Copyright places a limit to its protection. Therefore, Stand-Up Comedy is unique to Copyright and as such requires a Sui Generis form of protection is required.

1. The Moral Thing to do is to Apply Moral Rights to Provide Protection for Stand-Up Comedy:

The purpose for protection of authors’ exclusive rights under the Copyright Act is based on the economic principle that the consumer benefits by the incentives given to authors to produce copyrighted works. By contrast, a number of other countries and signatories of the Berne Convention recognize the moral right of the authors, which treats the authors’ work not just as an economic interest, but as an inalienable, natural right and an extension of the artist’s personality. “Moral rights presume that the author’s creative process not only results in a tangible
product that is subject to the demands of, and mobility within, the marketplace, but also reflects the personality and “self” of the author, indeed, her creative soul.” Commonly, moral rights afford authors’ protection in the rights of disclosure, attribution, and integrity.

“The disclosure right provides that, as the master of the work, only the author can determine when her work is complete and when it is ready for publication and public review. Once the work is published, the right of attribution ensures that the author (and no one else) will receive attribution as its creator. Related to the right of attribution is the protection from misattribution, which protects authors against attribution to works they did not create, and the right to demand anonymous or pseudonymous authorship. Lastly, the right of integrity, which most underscores the personality interest of the author protects against significant alteration of the work or such derogatory use of it that is contrary to the author's intentions.”

To date, the United States, though a signatory to the Berne Convention, has refused to implement all of the moral rights established at the Berne Convention. However, the United States adopted the Visual Artists Rights Act of 1990 (“VARA”), recognizing limited moral rights under U.S. law.

Based on a study performed by the University of New Mexico’s psychology and anthropology department, a Stand-Up comedian’s personality and characteristics are directly linked to the performance he or she puts on. Though the study was intended to show the different characteristic and personalities of Stand-Up comedians as compared to non-comedians, the study produce a direct correlation between the performances and comedic writing styles to that comic’s personality and characteristics. Based on this study, science has proven that a Stand-Up comic work product is a direct reflects of the comic him or herself. Therefore, because Moral Rights presume “that the author's creative process not only results……. but also reflects the personality and “self” of the author, indeed, her creative soul,” this presumption can be seen to relate to the art form of Stand-Up comedy. Based on Stand-Up comedies direct
correlation to the comics self in his or her work, the art form directly speaks to the presumption and thereby the protections under Moral Rights.\textsuperscript{230}

Moreover, because Moral Rights focus on an author’s personal rights instead of his or her economic rights, the form of relief granted under Moral Rights is analogist to the relief sought through the Stand-Up community norms.\textsuperscript{231} Stand-Up comics, when settling issues of “Joke-Theft,” through their community norms, do not seek monetary relief immediately.\textsuperscript{232} All that seems to be sought is either, the thief refraining from continuing to use the joke, or publicly letting the community know the joke was original to him or her through the enforcement phase of the norms.\textsuperscript{233} Thus, while copyright provides an economic relief for infringement, the Stand-Up comic seeks attribution and integrity of his or her work through the norm system, which is exactly the relief granted under Moral Rights. Therefore, the relief granted under Moral Rights is more applicable to the relief already sought and attained by Stand-Up comics in comparison to the relief granted by copyright law.

\textbf{a. The Visual Artists Rights Act of 1990 Approach to Protecting Stand-Up Comedy:}

The United States has adopted and codified in section 106(A) of the Copyright Act VARA.\textsuperscript{234} VARA is a recognized codification of authors’ Moral Rights and grants the rights of attribution and integrity.\textsuperscript{235}

“Subject to section 107 and independent of the exclusive rights provided in section 106, the author of a work of visual art—(1) shall have the right—(A) to claim authorship of that work, and (B) to prevent the use of his or her name as the author of any work of visual art which he or she did not create; (2) shall have the right to prevent the use of his or her name as the author of the work of visual art in the event of a distortion, mutilation, or other modification of the work which would be prejudicial to his or her honor or reputation; and (3) subject to the limitations set forth in section 113(d), shall have the right—(A) to prevent any intentional distortion, mutilation, or other modification of that work which would be prejudicial to his or her honor or reputation, and any intentional distortion,
mutilation, or modification of that work is a violation of that right, and (B) to prevent any destruction of a work of recognized stature, and any intentional or grossly negligent destruction of that work is a violation of that right.”

However, VARA only applies to works of visual art. Section 101 of the Copyright Act defines “works of visual art” as:

“A “work of visual art” is-- (1) a painting, drawing, print, or sculpture, existing in a single copy, in a limited edition of 200 copies or fewer that are signed and consecutively numbered by the author, or, in the case of a sculpture, in multiple cast, carved, or fabricated sculptures of 200 or fewer that are consecutively numbered by the author and bear the signature or other identifying mark of the author; or (2) a still photographic image produced for exhibition purposes only, existing in a single copy that is signed by the author, or in a limited edition of 200 copies or fewer that are signed and consecutively numbered by the author. A work of visual art does not include-- (A)(i) any poster, map, globe, chart, technical drawing, diagram, model, applied art, motion picture or other audiovisual work, book, magazine, newspaper, periodical, data base, electronic information service, electronic publication, or similar publication; (ii) any merchandising item or advertising, promotional, descriptive, covering, or packaging material or container; (iii) any portion or part of any item described in clause (i) or (ii); (B) any work made for hire; or (C) any work not subject to copyright protection under this title.”

Therefore, based on the protection VARA provides for works of visual art, and the categories of work defined as works of visual art, amending section 106(A) to include the art form of Stand-Up comedy may provide substantially more protection than the current law does.

IV. CONCLUSION

A stronger copyright law for protecting jokes will result in a higher production and growth in the comedy world. “Widespread acknowledgment of stronger copyright protection for jokes would economically reward comics capable of creating a relatively large body of unique material because, as the scenes à faire doctrine suggests, there will be less copyright protection for less original jokes that rely on common themes or stock concepts.” The
expansion of copyright protection for jokes would have a positive impact on comics as a class.\textsuperscript{241} This expansion would extend the exclusive rights granted to every copyright holder, in other art forms, to the art of stand-up comedy which was the intent behind the law.\textsuperscript{242}

Moreover, a stronger copyright protection for Stand-Up comics would regulate issues found in the art form in a court of law and not inside comedy clubs or over the air waves. Stand-Up comics would have an outlet to voice their concerns and seek the redress required without resolving to industry norms; which can lead to possible exclusion from the art or even violence. A stronger protection would advance the art of Stand-Up comedy.
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